Sliding fly screen assembly instructions
TEL: 01254 386776

Each fly screen kit with 2 panels contains the following items

Mesh insertion tool and allen key
8 corner pieces
Wheels with horizontal kit
Friction pads and springs with vertical kit

Rubber beading
4 Sections of outer frame with 4 corner pieces

Fly mesh for 2 panels
8 sections of inner frame for 2 panel slider

Sliding fly screen assembly instructions
TEL: 01254 386776

1. The frames will have been supplied pre cut to
your supplied dimensions.

3. Assemble the outer frame using the
Allen key to secure the corner pieces.

Use the Allen key to secure the corner pieces into
the frame profiles ensuring;
HORIZONTAL SLIDERS
The wheels are at the base of the finished panel and
the top corner piece is inserted with the longer section
of the corner in the top piece of frame.
VERTICAL SLIDERS
The pressure pads need to be positioned in the frame
so that they will strike the side of the outer frame once
OPTIONAL CROSS BRACE
the frame is assembled.

Your screen may come with a cross brace depending on the overall
height. To fit the brace position within the frame before inserting the
mesh, drill 4 holes corresponding with the holes in the frame and screw
to hold in place.

2. Lay the assembled frame on a flat surface
with the inner groove facing you. Place the
mesh over the panel and start to push the
rubber gasket into the groove using the
tool supplied. Trim off any excess mesh
with a sharp Stanley knife.
Drill holes to match these holes.

If you have any problems then you can contact us on 01254 386776

7. It is advisable to seal around the outer frame with a quality silicone to secure and seal the frame.

6. Offer the shutters back into the outer rail and again check the operation.

5. Replace the frame and secure with screws but do not overtighten or distort the outer rail. It is
advisable not to fasten through the top and base rail as this can distort the runners.

4. Remove the shutters and offer the outer frame into the window reveal. Once the position of the frame
has been decided drill through the side rails only at 2 positions either side. Remove the frame
and drill and plug the wall.

3. Check the operation of the shutters before proceeding.

2. Insert the fly screen shutters making sure that the internal runner wheels are at the base. Offer the
shutter to the top internal frame pushing it up as far as possible then drop the base onto the bottom
frame. Insert the shutters on the alternate base rail edges so they can slide past each other.

1. Fit the internal outer frame corner pieces into the outer frame ensuring that the mitred corners are
squared and meet correctly. Secure with the allen key.

Allen key x 1

Fly screen shutters x 2 / 3 / 4 depending on width

Outer frame corner pieces x 4

Outer frame x 4 sections

CHECKLIST ITEMS PER SCREEN

These instructions are for the installation of the sliding fly screens into a window reveal for the horizontal
sliding system. Please check the operation of the screen before securing the framework.

INSTALLATION OF SLIDING FLY SCREENS

